
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby U/12 5.3.33 vs Lane Cove Cats 3.6.24 
ROUND 5 16/08/20 
VENUENAME Rofe Park 

 
Report Content  

Round 5 and the Eagles were coming off their 1st win of the season the week before and were pumped to take on the 
Lane Cove Cats at the Eagles nest Rofe Park. Perfect conditions and a dry footy for the 1st time in 3 weeks the 1st 
quarter produced some good footy. The cats kicked the only goal of the quarter to the eagles 2 behinds in an even 
contest with Perry showing great attack on the footy and Kaiden competing well in the ruck. Will Hillard started the 
game well along with Felix and Will McManus. 

 The 2nd quarter the Eagles finally hit the scoreboard thanks to the pressure in the middle of the ground from Joel 
and Damon and Lucas producing a good effort in the ruck. Jude tackled well in the forward with Oliver and Ben also 
played well in the back line in the quarter to limit the Cats to only 1 point.  

The 3rd quarter the Cats kicked away with a couple of early goals and started to dominate the middle of the ground 
and kept the eagles scoreless in the 3rd quarter. Lachlan was once again dominating the backline with Bailey and both 
boys kept the eagles within touch. Jack English got off the chain and started to propel the Eagles forward with Jack 
Castles and Charlie. Once again, the 3-quarter time score had the eagles down by 14 points and the coach gave his 
usual ¾ time spray to rev the boys up for the last quarter. Linden came out firing and did not give his man a kick, Felix 
produced a wonderful effort on the half forward flank and teamed up with Perry to kick a wonderful goal to raise the 
spirits of the team. The boys started to tackle, man up and hold their marks around the ground, Ben and Charlie 
started winning their position with Joel and the Eagles had a sniff of victory. The game changing moment came from 
Freddy Stucker with a magnificent tackle on the forward line and pressure from Kaiden to allow the eagles to kick 
their 2nd goal of the quarter to even up the game with 5 minutes to go. As always in football class prevails and 
Lachlan was magnificent with his goal from the sideline and Jack English snapping a goal from long distance. The boys 
hit the front and managed to hang on with the defensive efforts of Will Hillard, Jack Castles, Bailey Thompson, Linden 
and Damon Horsley. Well done boys, a wonderful come from behind win and total team effort, every player 
contributed to the win. The team song was produced with gusto and showed we have great team spirit. 

Best: Jack Castles and Freddy Stucker with his best game of the season. Lachlan and Jack English were a class above 
the opposition. 

 

    
    

Report by:   Matt Castles Coach 

 


